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Janus: a Reversible Language • To our knowledge, the first reversible structured language -Suggested for a class at Caltech [Lutz and Dervy 1982] • Imperative language • Global store, no local store 
Local inversion
Abbreviation: x ⊕= e ⇔ x := x ⊕ e If variable x must not occur in expression e, this is again an example of reversible update.
⇒ C-like Assignments are reversible.
x += e x -= e x ^= e x -= e x += e x ^= e ⇒ Evaluation of expressions is fwd deterministic.
But it is not backward deterministic.
12 Non-injective Binary Operators
• Some of the binary operators (others are similar)
• No binary operator is injective.
• There does not exist a unique inverse operation.
Question: Why does this not harm the reversibility of statements? 
PROCEDURE proc -1 ………
In Janus, any statements have its inverse.
Ordinary butterfly
Add and subtract real and imaginary parts of a and b.
Reversible butterfly
Lifting [OraintaraChenNguyen02] Reversible updates!
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Concluding Remarks
• As any computation model does, reversible computation model itself is theoretically of interest.
• Formalized reversible language Janus.
-Janus: the first reversible language suggested for a class at Caltech [Lutz 1986 ].
• Proved that Janus is reversible.
• Explored the connection between program inversion and reversible computing.
• Demonstrated the practical and nontrivial reversible programs -fast Fourier transform
• Shown the computational strength of the language by implementing a reversible Turing machine interpreter.
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Related Work: History of (Clean) Reversible High-level Programming Languages
• Janus [Lutz and Derby 1982] -The first reversible language. Imperative.
• psiLisp [Baker 1992] -The reversible Lisp-like functional language w/destructive updates.
• R [Frank 1997] -R compiler generates PISA code, which runs on the reversible processor Pendulum [Vieri 1999 ].
• Inv [Mu, Hu, and Takeichi 2004] -An injective functional language.
• Gries' invertible language [Gries 1981] -Locally invertible CFOs
